
Look at the pictures below. They show a ‘makeover’ TV programme. What do you think
‘makeover’ means? What happened in this programme?

A1

The room belongs to Kirsty. You are going to hear her talking on the radio about
her room. Does she like it now? 

Listen again and complete these sentences.

1 of them had a different job to do. 

2 colour was OK with me ... 

3 of the colours looks very nice.  

4 teenagers watch TV ...  

5 people have a TV in their room ...

6 room in our house has a TV.  

7 bedrooms have fridges in them ...  

8 of them are really nice.  

9 of them are modern.  

10 of them want to copy it!  

Look at the words you wrote in A3.

Which words are about more than two things or people? 

Which words are about two things or people? 

A4

A3

A2

this/that etc.; all/most etc.; both/either/neither ; each/every
Determiners and pronouns 2

A Context listening

� 10

10

… each

each 
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This, that, these and thoseB1

We can use this/these and that/those as adjectives:
This T shirt suits me. (I’m wearing it.)
That T shirt suits you. (You’re wearing it, not me.)
or as pronouns:
This is a good concert. (I’m at the concert now)
That was a good concert. (I’m not at the concert now.)

When we don’t want to repeat a countable noun, we use one:
Which picture do you like?  That/This one. The one of a sunset.
Which pictures do you like? Those/These ones. The ones by Van Gogh.

We often use the one(s) with an adjective:
Which chair do you want? The red one.

All, most, some, no and none
all most some none

B2

B Grammar

➡C1

➡C2

Things/people in general

All + noun:
All teenagers watch TV. 

Most/some + noun:
Most people have a TV in their bedroom.  
(not Most of people have a TV in their bedroom.)

No + noun without the:
No bedroom has a fridge. or No bedrooms have
fridges.

Things/people in a particular group

All (of) + the/my/this etc. + noun:
All (of) the teenagers went home early. (the 
teenagers = a particular group of teenagers)

Most/some of + the/my/this etc. + noun:
Most of my friends like it. (my friends = a
particular group of people) (not Most my friends)

None of + the + noun:
None of the paintings is modern. or None of the
paintings are modern.

All/most/some/none + of + pronoun: 
All/Most/Some/None of them were very old. 

All of them (not All them)!

I’d like to buy
this book.

I’d like to buy
that book.
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Both/either/neither
both either neither

B3

We use both/neither/either when we talk about two things. We can use them
◆◆ with a noun or pronoun:

Both lights are nice. or Both (of) the lights/them are nice. (plural verb)
Either colour is OK. (singular noun and verb) or
Either of the colours/them is/are OK. (singular or plural verb)
Neither colour looks good. (singular noun and verb) or
Neither of the colours/them looks/look good... (singular or plural verb)

◆◆ or alone:
Which colour would you prefer? Neither (of them). / Either (of them).
Which picture do you like? Both (of them).
All and both can go with a verb: 

They’re all mad.
We’ve both finished.
(See Unit 30 for both ... and, either … or.)

Each and every
Each and every often have the same meaning:  
Every/each star has a light in it. 

but sometimes they have different meanings.
Each = separate things or people in a group:
We tried each colour on the wall. (= The colours were different.)
Every = all the people or things in a group together:
Every room in the hotel has a TV.  (= The rooms are the same.)

We use a singular verb after each and every.

We use each/every + singular noun:
Every/each room has a TV. 
We use each not every with of + noun or pronoun:
Each of the people / Each of them had a different job. (not Every of the people / Every of them
had a different job.)

Every and all often have a similar meaning:
Every wall is blue. (singular verb) 
All the walls are blue. (plural verb)
But when we talk about time, they have different meanings:
They go to a different place every week. (= regularly)
They spent all week in my room. (= one complete week) 

B4

!

➡C3

!

!

➡C4

+ or +
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Underline the correct words in this
conversation between Nyree and Ian.

Nyree: Can we stop here a moment? I want to
look in the window of 1 this/that shoe
shop. I need to buy some new shoes. 

Ian: OK. But 2 these/those ones you’re
wearing look really good. And they go
with 3 this/that jacket.

Nyree: Yes, but 4 these/those aren’t very
comfortable now the summer is here.
I’d like something lighter for 5 this/that
warm weather.

Ian: What about 6 these/those, at the back
of the window?

Nyree: Mm, they look cool, but I don’t like
the colour. I prefer 7 the one / the ones
in front of them. 

Ian: Let’s go in and you can try them on.

C1

Look at this table of information about language courses in Upton and complete the
sentences below. Use all of, most of, some of or none of.

C2

C Grammar exercises 

Language Schools in Upton – a quick guide

Courses for Qualified Library Evening Sports Weekend City centre
children teachers classes facilities activities 

Abbey ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓Languages

Brown’s ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓School

Cottle’s ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓College

Drake’s ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓Academy

Egmont ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓Institute
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1 of the schools in Upton offer courses for children.

2 the schools employ qualified teachers.

3 the schools have libraries.

4 them offer evening classes.

5 the schools have sports facilities for their students.

6 them organise weekend activities for their students.

7 the schools are in the city centre.

There is one mistake in each of these sentences. Underline it and write the correction. 

1 We had a drink but none food was available.

2 Neither these jackets fits me.

3 We stopped for a meal because both of us was hungry.

4 I was surprised that most the people staying in the hotel were Italian.

5 Either of the restaurant you suggested is fine with me.

6 He’s tidied the garden and put away all chairs.

7 I liked both pairs of jeans, but I chose the black one for the party.

8 This was an awful meal we had yesterday. We won’t go to that restaurant again.

9 We’re having a party for my father and we’re inviting all of old friends.

10 Some of airports have several restaurants.

Read this hotel brochure and underline the correct word for each question.C4

C3

Most

This attractive hotel offers accommodation for families and business visitors. 1 Both/Every groups

can find everything they need.

The Main Building has ten luxury rooms and the Garden House has ten family rooms. 

2 Each/Both buildings have a dining-room. Adult guests and older children may use 

3 either/every of them at any time. 4 All/Both of them offer the same menu but in the evening

children under six may only eat in the Garden House dining-room. 

5 All/Every bedroom has a DVD and CD player and 6 all/every of them have private bathrooms.

The decoration is different in 7 either/each room, and is changed 8 every/all year. 

There is a swimming-pool available for 9 all/both the guests. It is open on weekday evenings 

and 10 both/all day at weekends.

The Regent Hotel ★★★★

no
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Here are some sentences about some twins.
For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the 
same as the first.
Use no more than three words.

Example:

0 When they were small, the twins spoke a strange language together.

When they were small, the twins used a strange language together.

1 Their father understood them better than their mother.

Their mother didn’t  understand them as their father.

2 At first, neither twin enjoyed school.

At first, neither twins enjoyed school.

3 They’ve only got a few friends because they prefer each other.

They haven’t got friends because they prefer each other.

4 There isn’t anybody in the school who can tell which one is which.

There’s in the school who can tell which one is which.

5 Every teacher in the school has problems because of this.

All of in the school have problems because of this.

! This task tests 
grammar from the 

rest of the book 
as well as the 

grammar in 
this unit.

Grammar focus task

Look at sentences 2 and 5. Which determiners are there? 
Can you follow them with of? 

Here are the other determiners from this unit:

Can you follow them with of?

both each either most none no some

to speak

D Additional practice 

Sentence transformation
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1  Look at the exam task on page 22. 

a What do you have to read? 

b How many questions are there? 

c What do you have to do? 

d How many words can you choose for 
each gap? 

e How many optiogs are there for each gap? 

2 Read the text on page 22 and answer 
these questions. 

a What kind of text is it? 

b Is it difficult to understand what the text 
is about? 

c Are there any questions about the meaning 
of the text? 

d Is it a long text or a short text? 

e What kind of words are missing? 

1 Look at question 27. Which kind of word is 4 Look at question 30. 
missing? Answer these questions to help a What is the phrase .... soon as 
you decide. about here: comparing things, times or 
a Which words can go between I and a verb something else? 

ending in -ing, like wondering? 
b What word can you put in the 

b What tense do you think the verb is in: past, phrase ...................... soon as so that it 
present or future? means immediately? 

c What word should you therefore put in the 
5 Look at question 31. Which word completes 

phrase I .................... wondering? the short phrase that's used to introduce 

2 Look at question 28. Which word is sometimes 
some information? 

used as a subject before is, was, are or were 
6 In question 32 what word goes after how to when you are describing a place or an event? 

ask or talk about a number? 

3 In question 29 which word completes the short 
phrase for saying how many of the fireworks 
were loud? 

1 

c I haven't seen Liz March, when 

e I hate travelling train but my sister 
loves it. 

f He couldn't decide whether to stay at home 
...................... go out with his friends. 

g This sweater doesn't cost as as 
that one. 

h My cousin invited his friends to the party as 
...................... as all his family. 

The people live next door are 
very friendly . 

.. I enjoyed most about the film was 
the music. 

... 

she moved to Manchester. 

d Highlight is the interesting book 
I've ever read. 

Look at some more examples of the type of 
words that are often tested in Part 6. Complete 
each sentence with one word in each gap. 
Remember to look at the words before and 
after the gaps carefully. 

a This box is heavy for me to carry - 
I can't even pick it up! 

b That mountain is high that it's very 
difficult to climb. 

Focus on the instructions 

Focus on the questions · 

Focus on the language 
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New Message _ ,l' x 

Questions 27 - 32 

For each question, write the correct answer. 

Write one word for each gap. 

Cc Bee 

------------ --- -- 

To: Yasmin 

From: Diana 

Hi Yasmin, 

I hope you and your family are doing well. I 'm going to the big 

firework display next weekend with my family and I (27l... . 

wondering if you want to come with us? We went last year and we 

al l  really enjoyed it. (28l... were so many different fireworks! 

A few (29) them were incredibly loud, especially the ones 

near the end of the display. 

If you want to come with us, can you let me know (30l... . 

soon as possible? (31 ) fact, it's actually free to get into the 

event, but we need to book tickets because the organisers put a 

limit on how (32) people can attend. I really hope that you 

can come. 

Write back soon! 

Love 
\ 

Diana 

Elli II I I I I f • I T 
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